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By utilizing singular value decomposition (SVD) and shift averaged Harr wavelet transform (WT) with a set
of Daubechies wavelet coefficients (1/2, -1/2), a method that can simultaneously eliminate an unwanted large
solvent peak and noise peaks from NMR data has been developed. Noise elimination was accomplished by
shift-averaging the time domain NMR data after a large solvent peak was suppressed by SVD. The algorithms
took advantage of the WT, giving excellent results for the noise elimination in the Gaussian type NMR spectral
lines of NMR data pretreated with SVD, providing superb results in the adjustment of phase and magnitude of
the spectrum. SVD and shift averaged Haar wavelet methods were quantitatively evaluated in terms of
threshold values and signal to noise (S/N) ratio values. 
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Introduction

During time domain NMR data collection, unwanted large
solvent signals and noise signals are easily included for
many reasons, such as instrumental imperfection and the
impurity of sample. NMR instruments, including filed
gradient system, digital filtering, and many hardware related
pulse sequences, have been developed to overcome the
suppression of noisy peaks and solvent peaks over the last
few decades. On the other hand, many efforts on NMR
signal enhancement have been made regarding signal
processing techniques and algorithms to improve the S/N
ratio and resolution because of the enormous cost of high
field NMR instruments. For example, for quite some time,
singular value decomposition (SVD) has been developed to
obtain linear prediction (LP) coefficients in NMR signal
processing.1,2 In recent years, noise elimination methods3

and large solvent peak suppression methods4,5 were developed
using the basic properties of SVD. The SVD matrix A for a
given NMR data can be represented by m× n dimensional
elements as in equation (1),

(1)

where U and V are the square matrices carrying m× m and
n × n dimensions, respectively. These matrices basically
have an orthonormal property, i.e., UTU = VTV = In, and are
related to the phase of the matrix A. The capital letter T
refers to the transverse, and Σ = diag (σ1, σ2, σ3, Î, σn)
refers to a diagonal matrix where diagonal elements are
given by σi. The singular values implying the magnitude of
the elements of matrix A satisfy the condition σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ Î

≥ σn ≥ 0. The phase of original NMR data can be altered by
the operation of matrixes U and V. In addition, proper
adjustment of the matrix Σ enables the suppression of
unwanted signals. Although both large solvent peaks and
noise peaks in an NMR spectrum can be eliminated by SVD,
the degree of noise reduction is relatively poor compared
with the results of solvent peak suppression. So, a shift
averaged Harr wavelet transform that is widely used in the
noise suppression of graphic image processing was adopted
to reduce noise peaks for NMR data containing both a large
solvent peak and noise in the present study.

Since Morlet and his coworkers introduced the wavelet
transform in 1984,6,7 the many applications of wavelet
transform have received great attention in various areas, such
as image compression and noise suppression in signal
processing. Attempts have been made in the signal analysis
of Gaussian type spectral lines and possible applications to
NMR spectroscopy.8,9 The discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
method was successfully used in the extraction of dynamic
behavior in NMR signals.10 For convenience, orthogonal
wavelet transform, which can easily return to original
domain, has been used to eliminate noise signals in image
processing and other signals in processing areas. 

By utilizing the Harr WT with a set of Daubechies wavelet
coefficients (1/2, -1/2) and shift averaging of NMR data in
combination with a SVD solvent peak suppression algorithm,
a new algorithm of NMR data processing was developed.
Great improvement in the S/N ratio of signals, fast processing
time, and high resolution was achieved. For the purpose of
noise elimination, three steps of operation, such as wavelet
transform, noise elimination in wavelet space, and inverse
wavelet transform, were basically required.11 Therefore, forward
and backward (inverse) wavelet transform were considered
simultaneously in mathematical computation. The subsequent
shift signal averaging methods were adopted in this work in
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order to avoid serious peak distortion and incomplete noise
suppression near the real NMR peak. 

Haar wavelet transform has several advantages in the noise
reduction of NMR spectra. First, it is easy to estimate the
statistical characteristics of the noise of NMR spectra in the
wavelet-domain since Haar wavelet transform is an ortho-
normal transform. From the computational points of view,
Haar wavelet transform provides a simple and efficient
transform coding without requiring any boundary treatment.
Although the Haar wavelet approximation has the stair-step
nature, this feature was significantly reduced through the
averaging step in translation-invariant de-noising process.8

In noise suppression by wavelet transform, two factors
were important for efficiency. The most important factor was
a threshold level, and another factor was the number of
shifted slices. To find an ideal threshold value automatically,
Donoho’s universal threshold was introduced by multi-
plication with weight factor. As shown in equation (2),
Donoho and Johnstone suggested the universal threshold (λ)
according to statistics. 12

λ ≅ (2)

Here the  is an expected value of standard deviation
derived from the equation (3), 

(N = 2K) (3)

where MAD implies a median of given NMR data set. 
The SVD method was combined with shift averaged Harr

wavelet transform in an attempt to make an automated post
processing solution for the best quality of spectrum. Detail
results of noise elimination, new algorithms of shifted
averaged Harr wavelet, and other results are quantitatively
discussed in terms of threshold and signal to noise (S/N)
ratio values.

Experiments and Coding

10 mM zinc binding leuteinizing hormone releasing
hormone (Zn-LHRH) were dissolved in DMSO-d6/H2O
mixed solvent. The large HOD water peak at off resonance
region was used to establish NMR processing algorithms.
NOESY experiments were recorded on a Varian UNITY 500
MHz NMR spectrometer with 2048 data points, 256 t1
increments and 300 ms mixing time. The first free induction
decay (FID) of NOESY data was selected as a sample NMR
signal used in the development of the algorithm. 

All of the source coding was accomplished under the IRIX
C/C++ compiler of an SGI octane workstation. FID was
converted into a HyNMR (in house program) format and
double precision text format. The algorithms consist of two
major parts, water suppression by SVD and noise filtering
using wavelet transform. Both Donoho’s universal threshold
and uniform threshold functions were included in algorithm
development. 

Results

Overall processes of algorithm development are summarized
in Figure 1. In the first part, SVD was utilized to suppress
the large water solvent peak. The time domain FID data
were processed to frequency domain by fourier transform,
and then phase was corrected in this frequency domain.
Toeplitz matrix carrying a size of m× (n−m+1), where m is
an integer rank, was constructed from the frequency domain
linear NMR data set having n data points4 and was then
decomposed to obtain a set of eigenvalues, implying the
intensity of each peak on the spectrum. After removing the
eigenvalues of water peak, Toeplitz matrix was reconstructed
by matrix multiplication with two matrices related to the
phase of the peaks. 

In the second part, shift averaged Harr wavelet transform
was utilized to suppress noise peaks. The shifted data matrix
was constructed from the Toeplitz matrix obtained at the
previous step. After shift averaged Haar wavelet transform,
two types of threshold, including Donoho’s universal
threshold and uniform threshold, were applied to the
elimination of noise elements. The noise-filtered matrix can
be converted to a noise free pure spectrum by sequential
execution of inverse Haar wavelet transform, shift-back
operation and signal averaging of all slices. In each step of
NMR data processing, S/N ratio values were evaluated for
quantitative comparison.

Toeplitz matrix was constructed with a rank of 100 in the
present study for the complex 2048 NMR data points. The
original NMR spectrum has a large HOD water peak near
712 data points, as shown in Figure 2(A). Four large eigen-
values in front were replaced with zero for the suppression
of large water peak. The resulting spectrum of Figure 2(B)
obtained by simple SVD treatment gave a S/N ratio of 155.
The subsequent suppression of noise by SVD gave a S/N
ratio of 180, which exhibits 16% of signal enhancement. As
shown in Figure 2 (C) and Figure (D), noise peaks were well
eliminated by shift averaged Harr wavelet transform. The
uniform threshold method produced more sharp resonance

2lnNσ̂
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Figure 1. Flow diagram showing overall procedure of SVD and
shift averaged Harr wavelet transform.
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peaks than those of the universal threshold method. S/N ratio
values after treatment of the shift averaged Harr wavelet
transform increased to 320 for universal threshold and 400
for uniform threshold. 

Figure 3 shows the S/N ratio curves as a function of
weight factor. The case of 200 shifted slices was more
efficient by about 7% than the case of 1024 slices. As shown
in Figure 4, when the uniform threshold method was used,
the number of shifted slices was not a critical factor because
of the fact that the difference of S/N ratio between 200 and
1024 shifted slices was only 0.7%. The S/N ratio value was
larger than the universal threshold by about 19% at the most
efficient threshold level, 2700. 

Conclusion

A new method that can eliminate unwanted large solvent
peak and noise from a NMR spectrum by singular value
decomposition (SVD) and shift averaged Haar wavelet
transform (WT) with a set of Daubechies wavelet coeffi-
cients (1/2, -1/2) was described here in detail. By combining
the algorithms of simple WT, which can provide superb
results in the noise reduction of the Gaussian type NMR
spectral lines, into the algorithms of SVD, providing
excellent results for adjusting the phase and magnitude of
spectrum, we were able to simultaneously eliminate both a
large solvent peak and noise. 

Although unwanted large solvent peaks and noise peaks
can be suppressed by SVD, only 16% of signal enhancement
was obtained in noise reduction. However, NMR signals
were enhanced up to 157% in terms of S/N ratio by shift
averaged Harr wavelet transform. The uniform threshold
method produced more sharp resonance peaks than those of
the universal threshold method. S/N ratio values after
treatment of the shift averaged Harr wavelet transform were
320 for the universal threshold and 400 for uniform
threshold, respectively. Since a small number of slices in
noise peak suppression causes the wiggle of peaks, the

Figure 2. 1D 1H-NMR spectrum obtained from a first FID of
NOESY data of Zn-LHRH complex has an off resonance large
water peak (A), and spectrum after application of a large solvent
peak suppression by using SVD (B), and spectrum after application
of noise suppression on the figure-(B) by using uniform threshold
(C), and spectrum after treatment of universal threshold method
(D).

Figure 3. S/N ratio curves as a function of threshold weight value
for two different slice values of 200 and 1000. Donoho’s universal
threshold enables to find the believable optimal threshold level that
giving maximum S/N ratio.

Figure 4. S/N ratio curves as a function of absolute threshold for
two different slice values. Uniform threshold gives the nearly
overlapped curves between 200 and 1024 shifted slices.
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number of slices must be larger than minimum for the
correctly shaped peaks. A large number of slices decreases
efficiency, and consumes computer resources and computing
time. The most reasonable number of slices was about 200.
Uniform threshold was more efficient than universal
threshold, but the most efficient uniform threshold level
could not be directly found. Universal threshold was less
efficient than uniform threshold, but has a strong point in
that it is applicable to automatic noise suppression.

Combined algorithm of SVD and Haar wavelet transform
was optimized with 200 shifted slices and universal
threshold providing the best quality of spectrum. It took 370
seconds for both solvent peak and noise suppression by
SVD, whereas it took 157 seconds for only the solvent peak
suppression. However, it took only 12 seconds for noise
elimination by shift averaged Haar wavelet transform under
SGI Octane workstation. So, the method used here only
consumes 169 seconds in solvent peak and noise sup-
pression for the given NMR data process. Results of
computing time and signal enhancement indicate that our
new method may be effective in data containing unwanted
solvent peaks and noise peaks, and it can be applicable to

multidimensional NMR data processes that require good
signal enhancement with fast computing time.
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